LES ONAKA HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SUNDAY, AUGUST 27, 2017
REPORT SUMMARY
Always Check Program Numbers.
1st PICK

2nd PICK

3rd PICK
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(4) TOUGH RAY

(5) RELENTLESS WARRIOR

(6) STORM HOLLOW
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(5) TAKE CITY BY STORM

(2) RUNNIN FAST

(6) CHIEF TIGER
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(4) BURNT UP 

(5) MY FAVORITE CARTEL

(8) SINGLE N RARE

4

(4) JP VELIKA

(2) PLEDGED

(7) BONA FIDE OA
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(2) CAPTIVATING CARTEL 

(8) RGR CHICSLUVME

(1) MAGIC TOSHIKO MAGIC

6

(2) BUILDING WEALTH

(3) KICKIN KATELLA

(4) REASON ENOUGH

7

(7) DATING GAME

(5) KATRINA CARTEL

(2) FURVENTS FURY

8

(6) GRAVITY RUMORS

(2) FINANCIAL TOP

(1) THREE SIX ON FIRE V
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 BEST BETS OF THE EVENING:

 PRICE PLAY (Longshot):

DATING GAME

7TH RACE

BURNT UP
CAPTIVATING CARTEL

3RD RACE
5TH RACE

Abbreviations:
(Q)
(BTL)

Qualifier/Workout
Better Than Looked

Note:
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RACE 1
(4) TOUGH RAY

(5) RELENTLESS WARRIOR

(6) STORM HOLLOW

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race

(4,5)

2nd race (2,5,6)

3rd race (4,5)

4th race (2,4,7,8)

TOTAL $ 48.00

2nd race (2,5,6)

3rd race (4,5,8)

4th race (2,4,7,8)

TOTAL $ 108.00

LARGE TICKET
1st race

(4,5,6)
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HORSES TO WATCH:
TOUGH RAY broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the far turn (21.98 opening
quarter), challenged 3‐wide entering the stretch, battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed response in deep
stretch (rapid 6.10 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke well, dueled outside one rival mid‐backside, dueled between rivals near
the far turn (22.36 opening quarter), dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened entering the stretch, battled back and
just missed 2nd. HE WILL RELISH THE SHORTER DISTANCE OF 4 FURLONGS.
RELENTLESS WARRIOR broke well, shook loose (+1 length) mid‐backside, controlled the 22.26 opening quarter, was hard
pressed (3‐wide) entering the stretch, battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed response in deep stretch at 4 1/2
furlongs. Freshened since 01/22 and returns with a series of improving works! A Aquino appears to hold the aces in the
opener.
****
OTHERS:
STORM HOLLOW broke well, trailed mid‐backside (chasing the lone speed runner), ‐11 lengths near the far turn (21.98
opening quarter), ‐8 lengths mid‐final turn, raced in TRAFFIC at midstretch, cleared too late (finished out with much
energy). Watch for this late runner when the real running begins!
KETTLE MAN fractious in gate, broke well, dueled between rivals mid‐backside, dueled inside the eventual winner near the
far turn (21.86 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened entering the stretch, tired understandably
at the midstretch. Prior effort he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, put in a big run mid‐backside, dueled
outside 3‐rivals near the far turn (22.00 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, got
tired at midstretch. He is capable of flashing tons of speed!
PERFECT GENIUS broke well, dueled inside one rival mid‐backside, dueled inside 2‐rivals near the far turn (22.36 opening
quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, gamely kept to his task to the end at 4 furlongs. He
appears on the improve and figures within striking distance every step of the way.
END OF TIME formerly trained by A Soto. Freshened since 01/24/16. Solid works on tab!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(5) TAKE CITY BY STORM

(2) RUNNIN FAST

(6) CHIEF TIGER

HORSES TO WATCH:
TAKE CITY BY STORM broke well, dueled between rivals near the far turn (22.34 opening quarter), dueled between rivals
entering the stretch, battled the length of the stretch, edged clear (23.69 final 1/4) vs. maidens. He will be facing winners
for the 1st time and has taken good betting support in majority of his races!
RUNNIN FAST swerved in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐3 1/2 lengths past the gap, gamely kept to his
task to the end at 550 YARDS. Prior effort he bumped at the start, shook loose (+3 lengths) near the far turn (22.11 opening
quarter), losing lead at the top of the lane, gamely kept to his task to the end (23.98 final 1/4). He got his speed sharpened
in last (550 yards). STRICTLY THE SPEED OF THIS FIELD!!
CHIEF TIGER returns from Santa Rosa Fair Circuit. Prior effort he broke well, settled, chased the lone speed runner mid‐
backside (‐8 lengths), put in a big run to the far turn (‐3 lengths back at this point), cleared entering the stretch, improving
his position near the wire (23.62 final 1/4). HE RETURNS TO HIS FAVORITE DISTANCE.
***********************************************************
OTHERS:
SILVER APPLES swerved out (2‐lanes) at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐ backside (‐2 lengths), ‐1 length near
the far turn (22.62 opening quarter), ‐3 lengths entering the stretch, gamely kept to her task to the end. Prior effort she
bumped at the start, dueled outside one rival early, opened up (+5 lengths) near the far turn, held gamely (24.18 final 1/4)
vs. maidens.
MIZTER KOOL CAT broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐3 lengths near the far turn (22.62
opening quarter), saved ground, finished well (improving his position) vs. 3rd place finisher SILVER APPLES.
VF STRONG BUZZ broke well, dueled between rivals near the far turn (22.34 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as
the pace quickened entering the stretch (4‐wide), got tired at midstretch.
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RACE 3
(4) BURNT UP 

(5) FAVORITE CARTEL

(8) SINGLE N RARE

HORSES TO WATCH:
BURNT UP (15.64) hesitated, swerved in (3‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, losing path past the gap, not
abused, finished out with much run left crossing the wire (9.91 final 1/8) from the rail). (Q) 07/22 outworked (both 12.6)
Worked outside. Broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), +3/4 length advantage midway, pushed
along, responding well, HOLD LATE. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: B DRILL BIG PRCICE PLAY!
MY FAVORITE CARTEL (15.58) swerved out, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, leveled midway, finished very
well (9.80 final 1/8). (Q) 07/22 BEST (12.1‐12.4) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), +1 1/2 length
advantage midway, responding strong under light pressure. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL He took major betting
support in his debut. WATCH OUT TONIGHT!
******************************
OTHERS:
SINGLE N RARE broke off balance at the start, bumped repeatedly to the gap, ‐1 1/2 length past the gap (lugging in), lugged
in midway (hard to ride), never cleared! (Q)0 07/01 outworked (12.4‐12.4‐12.9) Worked in the middle. Broke off balance at
the start, losing ‐1 length, ‐1 length midway, let run, responding well. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: B DRILL. He is
capable of much better.

QUITE UP broke off balance at the start, swerved out (behind horses), ‐5 lengths past the gap, not abused, finished out full
of run after losing his best chance vs. runner‐up MY FAVORTE CARTEL. (Q) 07/18 BEST (12.6‐12.5) Worked outside. Broke
off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, drifted in early, lugged in midway, never leveled. Winning by a
narrow margin. GRADE: C+ DRILL He must maintain a straight course.
LUXOR OF APPEALS MV (15.59) broke off balance at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, drifted in (3‐4
lanes) midway, gamely kept to task (SHOULD HAVE WON) thru the 9.93 final 1/8. Prior effort (17.87) he was FRACTIOUS in
gate, broke in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, quick in stride, right there past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.63 final
1/8) in the Ed Burke Juvenile.
FAMES FAVORITE (15.66) swerved in, bumped shortly after the start, raced ‐1 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished
strong (just missed) thru the 9.91 final 1/8. Prior effort (17.92) he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐
1 length, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap, losing path, never looked comfortable. He is coming off 4 consecutive troubled
trips.
TEMPTING FINALE (Q) 08/01 BEST (12.6‐13.2) Worked inside. Swerved in (4‐5 lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride
(lead), +3 length advantage midway, never asked, finished out with plenty left. Winning by +5 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL (Q)
07/15 outworked (13.1‐12.7‐12.7) Worked outside. Broke well, asked repeatedly, ‐1 length midway, let run, responding
well. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: C+ DRILL
DOWN FOR DEBT (18.10) broke off balance, drifted early shortly after the start, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, leveled
midway, finished well (just missed 2nd) thru the 9.84 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.54) he broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐
3/4 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled too late. Not without a chance if he can put it all together.
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RACE 4
(4) JP VELIKA

(2) PLEDGED

(7) BONA FIDE OA

HORSES TO WATCH:
JP VELIKA bumped (knocked off stride) shortly after the start (losing path) vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (17.29) she broke
well, quick in stride (lead), drifted out past the gap, losing lead midway, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.9 final 1/8).
Class dropper is blessed with terrific gate speed. Watch for her best showing!
PLEDGED (15.81) hesitated, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, drifted out midway, finished strong for 2nd
(9.96 final 1/8). Prior effort she broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, losing path past the gap, cleared midway,
not abused, finished out very well (10.13 final 1/8). She needs to maintain a straight course.
BONA FIDE OA swerved out (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced in traffic midway, had run left crossing
the wire. Prior effort he broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths
past the gap, finished out with good energy after losing his best chance. Trouble‐prone performer is much better than his
record shows and fits well for sure.
ASHLEY MADISON (15.77) broke off balance at the start, quick in stride (lead), drifted out (2‐lanes) to the gap, losing lead
midway, kept to her task to the end (favorably drawn) thru the 9.94 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.96) she broke out, bumped at
the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead past the gap, kept to her task to the end. Here's another must maintain a straight
course.
****
OTHERS:
ONE EAGLE broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, raced in TRAFFIC early (toss it out). Prior effort (16.00) he
broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐ 1 length, drifted in early, leveled midway, lacked the needed
response thru the final 1/2.

SHEZADASHIN CHOICE broke ‐1 length slow, raced in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) at the gap (toss it out) Prior effort
she broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2.
MR JOSEPH (Q) 08/15 outworked (12.8‐12.7‐12.8) Worked inside. Broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride
(lead), hand shoved, +1 length advantage midway, pushed along, responding well. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: C+
DRIL (Q) 08/05 outworked (both 12.7) Worked outside. Broke out at the start, swerved in midway, not ridden properly thru
the final 1/2, losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: no grade
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(2) CAPTIVATING CARTEL 

(8) RGR CHICSLUVME

(1) MAGIC TOSHIKO MAGIC

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
5th race

(2,8)

6th race (1,2,3,4,6)

7th race (7)

8th race (1,2,6)

TOTAL $ 30.00

6th race (1,2,3,4,6)

7th race (5,7)

8th race (1,2,6)

TOTAL $ 90.00

LARGE TICKET
5th race

(1,2,8)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
CAPTIVATING CARTEL broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, losing path past the gap, leveled
midway, finished strong (9.73 final 18) vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (15.65) she broke in at the start, losing ‐1 length, quick
in stride, ‐1 length past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.84 final 1/8) from the rail. Class dropper holds the
highest ratings based on adjusted clocking (15.45 3‐back).
RGR CHICSLUVME (100 yards) broke well, quick in stride (lead), just missed at 100 yards. Prior effort (15.74) he broke well,
quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held strong ! He definitely got his speed sharpened in last (100 yard). Consistent
performer draws an ideal post!
********************
OTHERS:
MAGIC TOSHIKO MAGIC (100 yards) hesitated, broke off balance, bumped repeatedly shortly after the star, never cleared,
not beaten badly for it all at 100 yards. Prior effort (15.60) he broke in at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, right
there past the gap, finished strong (9.84 final 1/8). Makes his 2nd start with the addition of the blinkers.
MY SWEET DREAM (15.54) bumped (hard), pushed in shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, accelerated nicely, gained
the advantage at the gap, held gamely (9.91 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.61) she bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, raced
‐2 lengths past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.84 final 1/8) vs. tougher rivals. She is coming off a pair of
troubled trips.
GHOSOFROYALPHANTOM (100 yards) bumped at the start, quick in stride, right there midway, drifted out, bumped near
the wire at 100 yards. Prior effort (15.75) he broke well, quick in stride (lead), lugged out (2‐3 lanes) at the gap, held gamely
vs. soft maidens.
BLOWN A WAY (15.77) broke well, quick in stride, drifted out past the gap, gained the advantage midway, held gamely (9.91
final 1/8) when favorably drawn. Prior effort (15.63) she broke out (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
drifted out (2‐3 lanes) to the gap, drifted out past the gap, kept to her task (not beaten badly for 2nd).

ABSOLUTELY KOOL bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, accelerated nicely, ‐3/4 length past the gap, raced in traffic past
the 1/16 pole (toss it out). Prior effort (16.93) she broke ‐1/2 length slow, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, finished out
with good energy (running behind horses).
FRENITO CLASS broke off balance (losing path) shortly after the start. Prior effort (15.68) he broke off balance, drifted in
shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, kept to his task to the end (running behind
horses).

RACE 6
(2) BUILDING WEALTH

(3) KICKIN KATELLA

(4) REASON ENOUGH

HORSES TO WATCH:
BUILDING WEALTH (15.54) broke in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, quick in stride, drifted in (2‐3 lanes) to the gap, ‐1 length
past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end (9.90 final 1/8) vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (15.77) he broke ‐1/2 length
slow, drifted in (2‐lanes) at the gap, ‐1 length past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 110 yards vs. tougher
rivals. He is getting closer to victory.
KICKIN KATELLA (17.71) broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), drifted in (3‐4 lanes) past
the gap, held gamely (9.73 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.64) he broke in at the start, losing ‐ 1 length, accelerated nicely, close
up past the gap, kept to his task (just missed 2nd). Makes his 1st start under J Nunez.
REASON ENOUGH (15.73) bumped at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead at the gap, gamely kept to her task to the
end (just missed 2nd) thru the 9.85 final 1/8 vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (17.15) she broke well, quick in stride, right there
past the gap, kept to her task to the end. Class dropper is blessed with gate speed.
SKIPPIN STONES (15.54) broke off balance at the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held strong (9.84 final
1/8). Prior effort (15.70) she broke well, quick in stride, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, raced in TRAFFIC midway (losing
path), actually just missed 3rd. She lands a much tougher inside post.
YOU DO THE MATH returns from the Fair Circuit. She has posted solid ratings locally earlier her last win came at this
claiming event.
********
OTHERS:
TEXAS SNOWMAN (15.91) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, ‐2 lengths midway,
lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2 vs. better. Prior effort (17.09) he broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed
good speed, held gamely (9.84 final 1/8).
EMERALDS N IVORY (15.89) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held gamely vs. maidens.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(7) DATING GAME 

(5) KATRINA CARTEL

(2) FURVENTS FURY

HORSES TO WATCH:
DATING GAME broke off balance, bumped (knocked off stride) shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths
past the gap, not abused, finished out with run left crossing the wire from the rail. Prior effort (17.93) she broke off balance,
drifted out (3‐4 lanes) shortly after the start, lugged out midway, never leveled thru the 9.63 final 1/8 in the Ed Burke
Juvenile. She is blessed with gate speed and improves her post.
********************************************

OTHERS:
KATRINA CARTEL (17.27) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past
the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.90 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.84) she broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
quick in stride, raced ‐1 length past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end. She is capable of better and is coming off
4‐consecutive troubled trips.
FURVENTS FURY (15.76) broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the
gap, leveled midway, finished well (favorably drawn) thru the 9.99 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.70) he broke out (2‐lanes)
shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), +1 length advantage past the gap, held strong (speed to spare) vs. maidens. His
numbers are consistent based on adjusted clocking!
INDIOS ZACTAG (18.01) broke off balance, drifted out, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths
past the gap, leveled past the 1/16 pole, finished strong (9.77 final 1/8) in the John Deere trials. Prior effort (17.04) she
broke off balance, drifted out, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, quick in stride, right there past the gap,
gamely kept to her task (actually just missed 2nd).
SHEBANG (15.78) broke well, quick in stride, gained the advantage midway, held gamely vs. maidens. Prior effort (17.95)
she broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, caught in tight quarters (bumped repeatedly) past the gap, kept to her
task to the end (running behind horses).
UP FOR PRIDE (15.70) broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, put in a big run past the gap, gained the advantage
midway, held gamely (9.93 final 1/8) vs. soft maidens. Prior effort she broke off balance, swerved in, bumped back shortly
after the start, not abused, finished out full of run (behind horses). She will be facing a tougher post.
GALAXY CXZECH (15.89) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held gamely (10.09 final 1/8) vs. maidens.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(6) GRAVITY RUMORS

(2) FINANCIAL TOP

(1) THREE SIX ON FIRE V

HORSES TO WATCH:
GRAVITY RUMORS (15.64) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, losing lead past the gap, battled back ad
just missed (9.80 final 1/8). Prior effort he broke ‐3/4 length slow, bumped early, ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to
the end. He is making his 2nd start since 12/11/16.
FINANCIAL TOP (19.95) broke off balance, bumped (pushed in) shortly after the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths
past the gap, kept to his task to the end (should have been much closer) thru the 9.55 final 1/8 from the rail in the Golden
State Derby trials. Prior effort (15.54) stumbled, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, close up past the gap,
gamely kept to his task to the end (9.82 final 1/8). Still waiting for this one to EXPLODE with his best performance!!
THREE SIX ON FIRE V (Q) 08/01 worked solo (18.2) broke well, quick in stride, flashed good speed, asked once past the gap,
responding strong. Plenty left. GRADE: B+ DRILL (Q) 07/18 worked solo (12.2) broke off balance, drifted in (2‐lanes) shortly
after the start, quick in stride, drifted in midway, never asked, finished out full of run under light pressure. GRADE: B+ DRILL
************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
WALK THRU SEPTACULAR hopped (off poorly) at the start, Prior effort (20.03) he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐3/4
length, bumped early, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (holding 2nd) thru the 9.69 final 1/8.
APOLLITICAL JUDGE (15.63) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed,
held strong (9.82 final 1/8) vs. maidens. Prior effort (15.58) he broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1
length past the gap, finished strong after losing his best chance. HE WILL BE FACING WINNERS FOR THE 1ST TIME.

A POWER BALL (15.56) broke in at the start, losing ‐1 length, wide path, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, finished strong
and wasn't beaten badly for it all (9.82 final 1/8). Prior effort (16.95) he broke off balance at the start, drifted out (2‐3
lanes), flashed good speed, held strong (9.80 final 1/8).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

End

